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Taiwan’s modern cities demonstrate the contrast of large metropolises and small town

the industrialization over the last century. Traditions, beliefs and social systems that 

agricultural societies collapsed along with the industrial growth, farming villages were e

swelled. Imbalance has become the destiny of modern civilization; high-rise buildings sy

worship of technology but also the consequence of large systems annexing small system

 

The magnetism of metropolises and desertion of rustic villages are the results of the r

capital and labour in the industrial age. Self sufficient country living with a complete 

consumption-decomposition in a community with a population in the thousands no longe

forming hyper cities are universalizing diversity.  

 

A small, self sufficient city with a complete cycle of food, energy, waste and information

the individual needs of its people; will be able to develop an autonomous organic entit
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metabolism. Such a city shall also be able to co-exist inside or outside any Meta-city. We call such a city a 

Micro City.  

 

A Micro City is also an adapted city. While many developing countries are blindly pursuing huge cities, we 

should rethink the connotation of living in a city, the inequality between upper and lower structures, and how 

disadvantageous, exploited cities can break away from their destiny. Furthermore, how can a city find its real 

position for the difficult ecological, social and ethical situation?    

 

The objective of our exhibition is to reflect upon the price our environment has paid for our comfort and 

convenience. What the conventional cultural, social, moral and religious structures are losing to the 

emergence of a global, universal, singular giant system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INFORMATION: 
INFO POINT ARTE COMMUNICATIONS 
Riva S.Biagio ; Castello, 2145; 30122 Venice 

Ph. +39 041 5229446 

pressoffice@artecommunications.com 

arch@artecommunications.com 

www.artecommunications.com  

 



 
 

 


